Inmarsat is lucky enough to benefit from excellent Rail and Underground links via ‘Old Street’ tube station. The easiest route to locate Inmarsat is to take the ‘Northern Line’ via Bank. Please note you must **not** take the line which leads via Charing Cross. Once you have reached the **City Branch [Bank]**, you must continue on the line to ‘Old Street’, where you must get off the tube.

When you depart at ‘Old Street’ you must exit via ‘Exit 3’, which is a ramped passage leading to the main road. When you have arrived on the main road which is consequently named ‘City Road’, you will see a large glass-fronted building to your right with the title ‘**99 CITY ROAD**’ boldly imprinted on top of the glass door. You have then arrived at Inmarsat Conference Centre.

However, an alternative and slightly more complex route would be via Liverpool Street or Moorgate stations, which are serviced by the Hammersmith & City, Circle or Metropolitan Line.